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Don’t look away
The consequences of distracted driving can be deadly.

T

his likely doesn’t come as
a surprise to anyone, but
distracted driving is one of
the biggest and deadliest issues facing
drivers today – of both commercial and
passenger vehicles. Whether talking on
the phone, texting, fiddling with a GPS,
eating, changing the radio station, trying
to get the Bluetooth to connect to Spotify
or simply engaging in any other nondriving activity, distractions abound. And
the consequences of those distractions
are serious. Doing anything other than
devoting every bit of your attention to
operating your vehicle increases the risks
of crashing.
Most experts agree that texting is the
most alarming distraction drivers face.
It’s been estimated and widely reported
that sending or reading a text message
while driving causes a driver to take his
or her eyes off the road for approximately
five seconds. At 55 miles per hour, that’s
the equivalent of driving the length of an
entire football field with your eyes closed.
The reality is that you cannot drive
safely unless you give the task of driving
your full attention. Any non-driving
activity you engage in is a potential
distraction and increases your risk of
crashing – and the statistics prove it.
According to the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration, 3,477
people were killed, and 391,000 people
were injured, in motor vehicle crashes
involving distracted drivers in 2015
alone.
The Insurance Institute for Highway
Safety Highway (IIHS) reports that
observation surveys indicate the rate of
drivers texting at any moment during
the day is rising, especially among
younger drivers. According to IIHS,
in 2016, 2.1 percent of all drivers, and
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4.5 percent of drivers estimated to be
16-24 years old, were observed texting
or otherwise manipulating hand-held
devices. Comparing this data to data
from 2009, this is an astounding 250
percent increase for all drivers and a 309
percent increase for drivers 16-24 years
old. While those statistics don’t refer
specifically to commercial drivers, and
perhaps your tendency is to dismiss it,
it’s important to remember that we all
share the road, so what affects only
some of us actually affects all of us.
Since 2010, the Federal Motor
Carrier Safety Administration
(FMCSA) has prohibited texting by
commercial motor vehicle (CMV)
drivers while operating in interstate
commerce and imposes sanctions,
including civil penalties and
disqualification from operating CMVs in
interstate commerce, for drivers who fail
to comply with this rule. Drivers should
also be aware that:
nT
 alking on a hand-held cellphone
while driving is banned in 15 states
and the District of Columbia.
n The use of all cellphones by novice
drivers is restricted in 38 states and
the District of Columbia.
n Text messaging is banned for all
drivers in 47 states and the District of
Columbia. In addition, novice drivers
are banned from texting in one state
(Missouri).
Remember that many localities have
enacted their own bans on cellphones
or text messaging. In some (but not all)
states, local jurisdictions need specific
statutory authority to do so. Additionally,
most school bus drivers are banned from
texting and using hand-held cellphones
by state code, regulation or school district
policy. So be sure to look at the laws of
state you live in and be aware of what
they are.

Limiting distractions

Publicly available research from IIHS
shows that there is growing evidence that
talking on a cellphone increases crash
risk, though the connection hasn’t been
firmly established. Researchers have
consistently linked texting or otherwise
manipulating a cellphone to increased
risk. However, it’s not clear that banning
hand-held phone use and texting reduces
crashes.
This is the case even though IIHS
research has documented that bans on
hand-held phone use reduce overall
phone use. Crashes have increased in
recent years, but overall cellphone use
has not. It’s worth noting that drivers
are distracted by things other than
cellphones, so prohibiting phone use will
not eliminate distracted driving. Broader
countermeasures that keep drivers from
becoming distracted, or that mitigate the
consequences of distracted driving, such
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The reality is that you cannot drive safely unless
you give the task of driving your full attention.
What can you do?

as crash avoidance technology, may be
more effective than outright cellphone
bans.
Crash avoidance technologies can
eliminate or mitigate the effects of
distraction. They can provide safetyrelevant warnings to redirect wandering
attention, reduce attentional demand
or increase safety margins to reduce the
consequences of cognitive distraction.
In some cases, they can even prevent
or mitigate crashes by taking action
when driver fails to act appropriately to
prevent a crash (e.g., automatic braking,
electronic stability control).
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For starters, don’t put pressure on your
drivers to be available every second
of the day. After surveying over 1,000
employees who drive in the U.S.,
Travelers Insurance Company gained
valuable insight into common driving
habits and the work-related distractions
that affect those habits.
They found that of those employees
who drive to or for work, 43% will answer
or make work-related communications
while driving, including texting, emailing
and calling. The reasons those drivers
gave for doing so were:
(1.) they felt they needed to always be
available (38 percent);
(2.) they feared missing out on something
important at work (37 percent); and
(3.) they did not want to upset the boss
(17 percent).
Employers should also understand that

they have a duty to exercise reasonable
care to control the activities of their
employees when they are acting on
their behalf and/or using company
vehicles. Even if the employee is off duty,
they are still acting under the scope of
employment if they are in the company
vehicle, and the company can be held
liable if something happens.
To that end, it’s important that
employers put together a list of guidelines
regarding mobile device usage and
require employees to abide by it.
Know the laws in the states your
company does business and develop a
policy that fits. The stakes are far too
great not to.
For help developing a plan that will
work for your company, or to discuss
other risk management techniques,
contact the experts at NBIS, dial 1-877860-RMSS today. 
n

